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Enhancement and Bandwidth Compression
of Noisy Speech

Aktmct-Over the pastseveralyearsthere
has been considerable
problem of enhancement and bandwidth
attentionfocusedonthe
compression of speech degraded by additive background noise. This
interest is motivated by several factors including a broad set of important applications, the apparent lack of robustness in current speechcompression
systems
and the
development
of
several potentially
promising andpractical solutions. One objective of this paper is to
provide an overview of the variety of techniques that have been proposed for enhancement and bandwidth compressionof speech degraded
by additive background noise. A second objective is to suggest a unifying framework in terms of which the relationships between these
systems is more visible and which hopefully provides a structure which
wiU suggest fruitfhl directions forfurther research.

I. INTRODUCTION
HERE ARE a wide variety of contexts in which it is
desired to enhancespeech. The objective of enhancement may perhaps be to improve the overall quality, to
increase intelligibility, to reduce listener fatigue, etc. Depending on the specific application, the enhancement system may
bedirected at onlyone of these objectives or several. For
example,aspeechcommunicationsystem
may introducea
low-amplitude long-time delay echo or a narrow-band additive
disturbance. While these degradations may not by themselves
reduceintelligibility for the purposesfor which the channel
is used, they are generally objectionable and an improvement
in quality perhaps even at the expense of some intelligibility
maybe
desirable. Anotherexample is thecommunication
betweenapilotandan
air trafficcontroltower.Inthis
environment, the speech is typically degraded by background
noise. Of central importance is the intelligibility of the speech
and it would generally be acceptable to sacrifice quality if the
intelligibility couldbeimproved.
Even withnormalundegraded speech, it is sometimes useful or desirable to provide
enhancement. As a simple example high-pass filtering of normal speech is often used to introduce a “crispness” which is
generally perceived as an improvement in quality.
The speechenhancement problem covers a broad spectrum
of constraints, applications and issues. Environments in which
an additivebackground signal has been introduced are common. The backgroundmaybe noise-like such as inaircraft,
street noise, etc. or may be speech-like such as an environment
with competing speakers. Other examples in which the need
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for speech enhancement arises include correcting for reverberation, correcting for the distortionof the speech of underwater
divers breathingahelium-oxygenmixture,andcorrecting
the distortion of speech due t o pathological difficulties of the
speaker or introduced due to an attempt to speak too rapidly.
Even for theseexamples, the problemandtechniquesvary,
depending on the availability of other signals or information.
of speechin an aircrafta
Forexample,forenhancement
separate microphone can be used to monitor the background
noise so that the characteristics of the noisecanbeused
to
adjust oradapttheenhancementsystem.
At theair-traffic
control tower, however, the only signal available for enhancement is the degraded speech.
Another very important application for speech enhancement
is inconjunctionwithspeechbandwidthcompression
systems. Because of the increasing role of digital communication
channels coupled with the need for encrypting of speech and
increased emphasis on integrated voice-data networks, speechbandwidth-compressionsystemsaredestined
to play anincreasingly importantrole in speechcommunication systems.
Theconceptual
basis for narrow-bandspeechcompression
systemsstemsfromamodelfor
the speech signalbased on
what is known about the physics andphysiology of speech
production. Because of this reliance on a model for the signal
it is not unreasonable to expect that as the signal deviates from
the model due to distortion such as additivenoise, the performance of the speechcompressionsystemwith
regard to
factorssuch as quality,intelligibility,etc.,
will degrade. It
is generallyagreed thattheperformance
of currentspeechcompressionsystems
degrades rapidlyin
the presence of
is currently
additive noise andotherdistortionsandthere
considerableinterestand
attention being directed atthe
development of morerobustspeechcompressionsystems.
There are two basic approaches which are typically considered
either of which may be preferable in a
given situation. One
approach is to base thebandwidth compression onthe assumption of undistortedspeechand
develop apreprocessor
to enhancethe degraded speech inpreparationforfurther
processing by the bandwidth compression system. It is importantto recognize that inenhancingspeechinpreparation
forbandwidthcompressionthe
effectiveness of the preprocessor is judged on the basis of the output of the bandwidthcompressionsystemincomparisonwith
theoutput if no
preprocessor is used. Thus,forexample, it is possible that
the output of the preprocessor would be judged by a listener
to be inferior (by somemeasure) to the input but that the
output of the bandwidth-compressionsystemwith
the preprocessor is preferred to the output without it. In this
case,
the preprocessor would clearlybe considered to be effective
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in enhancing the speech in preparation for bandwidth compression. Anotherapproach to bandwidth compression of
signal
degraded speech is to incorporate into the model for the
informationaboutthe
degradation. A number ofsystems
based on such an approach have recently been proposed and
will be discussed in detail in this paper.
As is evident from the above discussion, the general problem
of enhancing speech is broad and the constraints,information,
and objectives are heavily dependent on the specific context
In thispaper, we consideronlyasmall
andapplications.
subset of possible topics, specifically theenhancementand
bandwidth compression of speech degraded by additive noise.
Furthermore, we assume that the only signal available is the
degraded speech and that the noise does not depend on the
original speech. Many practical problems, some of which have
already been discussed, fall into this framework andsome
problems that do not
canbetransformed
so that they do.
For example,
multiplicative
noise or convolutionalnoise
degradation can be converted t o an additive noise degradation
[ l l , [21. As another
by ahomomorphictransformation
example,signal-dependentquantization
noise inpulsecode
modulation (PCM) signal coding can be converted to a signal
independent
additive
noise
by pseudo-noise
a
technique
[31-[51.
Even within the limited framework outlined above, there is a
diversity of approaches and systems.One objectik of this
paper is to provide an overview of the variety of techniques
that have been proposed for enhancement of speech degraded
by additive background noise both for direct listening and as
a preprocessor for subsequent bandwidth cornpression. Many
of these systems were developed independently of each other
and on the surface often appear to be unrelated. Thus another
objective of the paper is to provide a unifying framework in
terms of which the relationship between these systems is more
visible, and which hopefully will providea structure which
will suggest further fruitful directions for research.
In Section 11, we present an overview of the general topic.
In this overview we classify the various enhancement systems
based on the information assumed about the speech and the
noise. Some systems based on timeinvariant Wiener filtering,
on an assumed noise power spectrum
for example, rely only
and on long-time average characteristics of speech, such as the
fact that the average speech spectrum decays with frequency
at approximately 6 dB/octave. Other systems rely on aspects
of speech perception or speech production in general or on a
detailed model of speech.
Sections 111-V present a more detailed discussion of several
of these categories of speechenhancement systems. In partie
ular,Section I11 is concernedwith the generalprinciple of
speechenhancement based on estimation of the short-time
spectral amplitude of the speech. This basic principle encompasses avariety
of techniques and systemsincluding
the
specific methods of spectralsubtraction,parametric
Wiener
filtering, etc. In Section IV, speech enhancement techniques
which rely principally on the concept of the short-time periodicity of voiced speech are reviewed, including comb-filtering
and related systems. Section V discusses a variety of systems
that rely on more specific modeling of the speech waveform.
As we will discuss in detail, in some cases, parameters of the
model are obtained from an analysis of the degraded speechand
used to synthesize the enhancedspeech. In other cases, the
results ofan analysis based on a model for speech are used
to control an enhancement filter, perhaps with the procedure
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being iterative so that the output of an enhancement filter is
then subjected to further analysis, etc. Many of these systems
also incorporate a number of the techniquesintroduced in
Section 111, including Wiener filtering and spectral subtraction.
In Sections 111-V, the focus is entirely on systemsforenhancement with the evaluation of thesystems being based
on listeningwithout further processing. In Section VI, we
consider
the
related
but
separate
problem
of bandwidth
compression of speech degraded by additive noise.
In Section VII, we discuss in some detail the evaluation of
the performance of the various systems presented in the earlier
sections. In general, the performance evaluation of a speechenhancementsystem is extremelydifficult, in large measure
because theappropriate
criteriaforevaluationare
heavily
dependent on the specific application of the system. Relative
importance of such factors as quality,intelligibility,listener
fatigue, etc., may vary considerably with the application. In
Section VII, we summarize the performance evaluations that
have been reported for the various systems presented in this
paper. Since the evaluation of different systems has generally
been based on differentprocedures,environments,etc.,
no
attempt is made in the section to compare individual systems.
In general, however, we will see that while many of the enhancementsystemsreduce
the apparentbackground
noise
and thus perhaps increase quality, many
of them to varying
degrees,reduceintelligibility.
In thecontext of bandwidth
compression,however,varioussystemsprovideanincrease
in intelligibility over that obtained without the incorporation
of speech enhancement.

II. OVERVIEWOF SYSTEMSFOR ENHANCEMENT
AND
BANDWIDTHCOMPRESSION OF NOISYSPEECH
As indicated in the previous section, our focus in this paper
is on degradation due to the presence of additive noise. Even
withinthislimited
contextthere area wide variety of approaches which have been proposed and explored. Conceptually any approachshould attempt to capitalize on available
information about the signal, i.e., the speech, and the backis aspecial subclass of audio signals
groundnoise.Speech
and there are reasonable models in terms of which the speech
waveform can be described and categorized. The more
specifically we attempt tomodel the speech signal, the more potential'for separating it from the background noise. On the other
hand, the more we assume about the speech the more sensitive
the enhancement system will be to inaccuracies or deviations
from these assumptions. Thus incorporating assumptions and
information about the speech signal represents tradeoffs which
are reflected in the various systems. In a similar manner systems can attempt to incorporate detailed information about
the backgroundnoise. For example, the type of processing
suggested if the background noise is a competingspeaker is
different than if it is wide-band random noise. Thus enhancement systems also tend to differ in terms of the assumptions
maderegarding the backgroundnoise. As withassumptions
related tothe signal, themoreanenhancementsystemattempts to capitalize on assumed characteristics of the noise
the more susceptible it is likely to be to deviations from these
assumptions.
Anotherimportant consideration in speechenhancement
stemsfromthefactthatthecriteriaforenhancementultimately relate to an evaluation by a human listener. In different
contexts the criteria for evaluation may differ depending on
whether quality, intelligibility, or some other attribute
is the
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Fig. 1. A speech production model.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. An example of resonant frequencies of an acoustic cavity.
(a) Vocal-tract transfer function. (b) Magnitude spectrum of a speech
sound with the resonant frequencies shown in (a).

mostimportant.Thusspeechenhancementmustinevitably
take into account aspects of humanperception. As wewill
indicate shortly, some systems are
heavily motivated by perceptualconsiderations,
others rely more onmathematical
criteria.Insuch
cases, of course, themathematicalcriteria
must in some way be consistent with human perception, and,
while an optimum mathematical criterion is not known, some
mathematicalerrorcriteriaareunderstood
to bea better
match than others to aspects of human perception.
In the following discussion we briefly describe some aspects
ofspeech production and speech perception that in
varying
degrees pray a role in speechenhancement systems. Following
that we present a brief overview of a representative collection
of speechenchancement systems,with
theintent
of categorizing thesesystems interms
of the various aspects of
speech production and perception on
which they attempt to
capitalize.
Speech is generated by exciting an acoustic cavity, the vocal
tract, by pulsesof air released throughthe vocal cordsfor
voiced sounds, or by turbulencefor unvoiced sounds. Thus
a simple but useful model for speech production consists
of
alinearsystem,representing
the vocal tract, driven byan
excitation function which is a periodic pulse train for voiced
sounds and wide-band noise for unvoiced sounds, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Furthermore, since the linear system represents an
acousticcavity,itsresponse
is of a resonant nature, so that
is characterized by aset of resonant
itstransferfunction
frequencies, referred to as formants, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
are fixed,
Thus, if theexcitationandvocal-tractparameters
has an
then as indicated in Fig. 2(b),thespeechspectrum
enveloperepresenting
the vocal-tracttransferfunction
of
Fig. 2(a) and a finestructure representing the excitation.
Many of the techniques for speechenhancement,particularly thoseinSections 111 and V areconceptually based on
the representation of the speech signal as a stochastic process.
This characterization of speech is clearly more appropriate in
the case of unvoiced sounds for which the vocal tract is driven
by wide-band noise. The vocal tract of course changes shape
as differentsoundsaregeneratedandthis
is reflectedina
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time varying transfer function for the linear system in Fig. 1.
However,because of the mechanicaland physiological conof the vocal tract and articulators
straints on themotion
such as the tongue and lips, it is reasonable to represent the
linear system in Fig. 1 as a slowly varying linear system so that
on a short-time basis it is approximated as stationary. Thus
some specific attributes of the speech signal, which can be
it is the
capitalized on inanenhancementsystemarethat
response of a slowlyvarying linear system, that on a shorttime basis itsspectralenvelope is characterized by aset of
resonances, and that for voiced sounds, on a short-time basis
it has a harmonic structure. This simplified model for speech
production has generally been very successful
in a variety of
engineering contexts including speech enchancement, synthess
i , andbandwidthcompression. A moredetailed discussion
of models for speech production can be found in [ 61 -[ 81 .
Theperceptualaspects
of speechareconsiderablymore
complicatedand less well understood. However, therearea
number of commonly accepted aspects of speech perception
which play an important role in speechenchancement systems.
For example, consonants are known
to be important in the
intelligibility of speech even though they represent a relatively
small fraction of the signal energy. Furthermore, it is generally
understood that the short-time spectrum is of central importance in the perception of speech and that, specifidy, the
formants in the short-time spectrum are more important than
other details of the spectral envelope. It appears also, that the
first formant, typically in the range of 250 to 800 Hz, is less
important perceptually, than the secondformant [ 9 ] , [ l o ] .
Thus it is possible to apply a certain degree of high pass filtering [ 1 1], [ 121 to speech which may perhaps affect the f i i t
formant without introducing seriousdegradation in intelligibility. Similarlylow-pass filteringwithacutofffrequency
above 4 kHz, while perhapsaffecting crispness andquality
will in general not seriously affect intelligibility. A good representation of the magnitude of the short-time spectrum is also
generally considered to be important whereas the phase is
relatively unimportant.Anotherperceptual
aspect of the
auditory system that plays a role in speech enhancementis the
example,
ability to mask one signal with another. Thus, for
narrow-band noise and many forms of artificial noise or degradation such as might be produced by a vocoder are more
unpleasant to listen to than broad-band noise andaspeechenhancement system might include the introduction of broadband noise to mask the narrow-band or artificial noise.
All speech-enhancement systems rely to varying degrees on
the aspects of speechproductionandperceptionoutlined
above. One of the simplest approaches to enhancement is the
useoflow-pass
orbandpassfiltering to attenuate the noise
outside the band of perceptual importance for speech.
More
generally, when the power spectrum of the noise is known,
one can consider the use of Wiener filtering, based on the longtime power spectrum of speech. While in some cases such as
the presence of narrow-band background noise, this is reasonably successful, Wiener filtering based on the long-time power
spectrum of the speech and noise is limited because speech is
notstationary. Even if speech were trulystationary, meansquareerrorwhich
is the errorcriterion on which Wiener
filtering is based is not strongly correlated with perception and
thus is not a particularly effective error criterion to apply to
speech processing systems. This is evidenced, for example, in
the use of masking for enhancement. By addingbroad-band
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noise to mask other degradation, we are, in effect, increasing
themeansquareerror.Anotherexample
that suggests that
meansquareerror is not well matched to the perceptually
important attributes in speechis the fact that distortion of the
speech waveform by processing with an all-pass filter results
in essentially no audible difference if the impulse response of
the all-pass filter is reasonably short but can result in a substantialmean-squareerrorbetween
the origiaal andfiltered
speech. In other words, mean-square error is sensitive to phase
of the spectrum whereas perception tends notto be.
Masking andbandpassfilteringrepresent
two simple ways
in which perceptualaspects of theauditorysystem can be
exploitedinspeechenhancement.Anothersystemwhose
motivation depends heavily on aspects of speech perception
was proposed by Thomas and Niederjohn [ 121 as a preprocessor prior to the introduction of noise in those applications
where noise-free speech is available for processing. In essence,
their system applies high-pass filtering to reduce or remove the
first formant followedbyinfinite
clipping. The motivation
for the system lies in the observation that at a given signalto-noise ratioinfinite clipping will increase, relative to the
vowels, the amplitude of the perceptually important lowamplitude events such as consonants thus making them less
susceptible to masking by noise. In addition,for vowels
the filtering will increase theamplitude of higher formants
relative to .the fiit formant, thus making the perceptually
more important higher formants less susceptible to degradation. In the speech enhancement problem considered in this
paper, noise-free speech is not available for processing as required inthe abovesystem.Thomas
and Ravindran [ 131,
however,
applied
high-pass fitering followed by
infinite
clipping to noisy speech as an experiment. While quality may
be degraded by the process of filtering and clipping, they claim
anoticeableimprovement
in intelligibilitywhenapplied
to
enhancespeech degraded by wide-band random noise. One
possible explanation may be that the high-pass filtering operationreduces the maskingof perceptually important higher
formants
by
the
relatively unimportant 1owXrequency
components.
Another system whichrelies heavily on human perception of
speech was proposed by Drucker [ 141. Based on some perceptual tests, Drucker concluded that one primary cause for
the intelligibility loss in speech degraded by wide-band random
noise is the confusion among the fricative and plosive sounds
which is partly due to the loss of short pauses immediately
before the plosive sounds. Byhigh-pass filtering one of the
fricativesounds, the /s/ sound,and inserting short pauses
before the plosive sounds (assuming that their locations can
be accuratelydetermined),Druckerclaimsa
significant
improvement in intelligibility.
Indiscussing
perceptualattributes we indicated that the
is generallyconsidered to be
short-timespectralmagnitude
important whereas the phase is relatively unimportant. This
forms the basis for a class of speechenhancementsystems
which attemptin various ways to estimate the short-time
spectral magnitude of the speech without particular regard to
the phase and to use this to recover or reconstruct the speech.
This class of systems includes spectral subtraction techniques
originally due to Weiss et al. I1 51, [ 161, and which have
recently received a great. dealof attention [ 171-[22] and
optimum filteringtechniquessuch
as Wiener filtering and
These systems will be discussed in
power spectrum fitering.
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considerabledetail in Section 111. As wewill see, many of
thesesystemswhichappear
on the surface to be different
are in fact identical orvery closely related.
In addition to directly or indirectly utilizing perceptual
attributes most enhancement systems rely to varying degrees
on aspects of speech production. For example, in Section IV,
we describe in detailavariety
of systems thatattempt, in
of speech
some way, to capitalizeonshort-timeperiodicity
during voiced sounds. As aconsequence of this periodicity,
during voiced intervals the speech spectrum has a harmonic
structure which suggests the possibility of applying comb
filtering or as proposed by Parsons [231 attempting to extract
in other ways, the components of the speech spectrum only
attheharmonic
frequencies. Inessence, knowledge of the
harmonic structure of voiced sounds allows us in principle to
remove the noise in the spectral bands between the harmonics.
As discussed in Section IV, speech enhancement by comb
fitering can also be viewed in terms of averagingsuccessive
periods of the noisy speech to partially cancel the noise.
Anothersystem, which attempts to take advantage of the
quasi-periodic nature of the speech was proposed by Sambur
[241. As developed in more detail in Section IV, his system
is based on the principles of adaptive noise cancelling. Unlike
the classical procedure Sambur’s method is designed to cancel
outthe cleanspeech signal, takingadvantage of the quasiof the
periodic nature of the speech to formanestimate
speech at each time instant from the value of the signal one
period earlier.
In the model of speech production, we represented the
speech signal as generated by exciting a quasistationary linear
systemwitha
pulse trainfor voiced speechand noise for
unvoiced speech. Based on this model, an approach to speech
enhancement is to attemptto estimateparameters of the
model rather than the
speech itself and to then use this to
synthesize the speech, i.e., to enhancespeechthroughthe
use of ananalysis-synthesissystem.
A particularly novel
application of this concept was used by Miller [251 to remove
the orchestral accompaniment from early recordingsof Enrico
Caruso. In this system homomorphic deconvolution was used
to estimate the impulseresponse of the model in Fig. 1. A
similar approach to noise reduction was proposed by Suzuki
[261, [27] whereby theshort-time correlation function of
the degradedspeech is used as an estimate of the impulse
response of the linear system. This system
is referred to as
splicing of .auto correlation function (SPAC). A modification
of SPAC is referred to assplicingof
cross-correlationfunction (SPOC). A number of systems also attemptto model
the vocal-tract impulse response in moredetail.
As we discussedpreviously the vocal-tract transferfunction is characterized by a setof resonances or formants thatare perceptually
important. This suggests the possibility of representing the
vocal-tract impulseresponseinterms
of a pole-zero model
with the analysis procedure directed at estimating the associated parameters. The poles in particularwouldprovidea
reasonable representation of the formants.
All-pole modeling of speechhashadnotable
success in
analysis-synthesissystems for clean speech. A number of
recent efforts have been directed toward estimating the parameters in an all-pole modelfrom noisy observations of the
speech such as the systems byMagill and Un [281, Lim and
Oppenheim 1291, Lim [ 18 I , and Done and Rushforth [30].
Extensions to pole-zeromodeling have also beenproposed
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by Musicus and Lim [31 I and Musicus [ 321. These various
approaches are described and compared in detail in SectionV.
Theabove discussionwas intended as a briefoverview of
the general approaches to speech enhancement. In the next
three sections we explore in more detail many of the systems
mentioned above. Inparticular,inSection
111, we focus on
speech-enhancement techniques based on short-time spectral
OUT focus is on speech
amplitudeestimation.InSectionIV
enhancementbasedonperiodicity
of voiced speech andin
Section V on speech-enhancement techniques
using an analysissynthesis procedure.

subtracting the known spectrum Pd(o) from an estimate of
P,,(o) developed from the observations of ~ ( n ) .
Speech, of course, is not a stationary signal. However, with
s(n) in (1) now representing a speech signal and with the processing to be carried out ona short-time basis we consider s(n),
d ( n ) , and y ( n ) multipliedbyatime-limitedwindow
w(n).
With y w ( n ) , d,(n), and sw(n) denoting the windowed signals
y ( n ) , d ( n ) , and s(n) and Y,(w), D,(w), and S,(o)
as their
respective Fourier transforms we have

III. SPEECH ENHANCEMENT
TECHNIQUES
BASED ON
SHORT-TIME
SPECTRAL
AMPLITUDE
ESTIMATION
In general, in enhancement of a signal degraded by additive
noise, it is significantly easier to estimate the spectral amplitude associated with the original signal than it is to estimate
bothamplitudeand
phase. As we discussed in Section 11,
it is principally the short-time spectral amplitude rather than
phase that is important for speech intelligibility and quality.
As wediscuss in this section, there are a variety
of speechon thisaspect
of
enhancementtechniquesthatcapitalize
speech perception by focusing on enhancing only the shorttimespectralamplitude.Thetechniques
to bediscussed can
be broadly classified into two groups. In the first, presented
in Section 111-A, the short-time spectral amplitude is estimated
in the frequency domain, using the spectrum of the degraded
speech. Each short-time segmentof
the enhancedspeech
inverse
waveform in thetime domain is thenobtainedby
transforming this spectral amplitude estimate combined with
the phase of the degradedspeech. In the second class, discussed inSection 111-B the degradedspeech is first used to
obtain a filter which is then applied to the degraded speech.
Since theseprocedures lead to zero-phase filters, it is again
only the spectral amplitude that is enhanced, with the phase
of the filtered speech being identical to that of the degraded
speech.
In both classes of systems discussedbelow noconceptual
distinction is made between voiced and unvoiced speech and in
particularincontrast
to the techniques to bediscussed in
Section IV the periodicity of voiced speech is not exploited.
Both classes of systems in this section are most
easily interpreted in terms of a stochastic characterization of the speech
signal. While thischaracterization
is morejustifiable
for
unvoiced speech it hasbeenshown empirically to also lead
to successful procedures for voiced speech.

A . Speech Enhancement Based on Direct Estimation
of Short-Time Spectral Amplitude
When a stationary random signal s(n) has been degraded by
uncorrelated additive noise d ( n ) with a known power density
spectrum, the power density spectrum or spectral amplitude
of the signal is easily estimated through a process of spectral
subtraction. Specifically, if

r(n) = s(n) + d ( n )

(1)

and P,,(o), P,(o), and Pd(o) represent the powerdensity
spectra of y(n), s(n),and d ( n ) , respectively, then

Consequently, a reasonable estimate for P,(w) is obtained by

and

where D $ ( o ) and S:(o)
representcomplexconjugates
of
D,(w) and S,(W). Thefunction IS,(w)lz will bereferred
to as the short-time energy spectrum of speech. For speech
enhancement based on the short-2me spectral amplitude, the
of IS,(w)l and from
objective is to obtain an estimate IS,(o)l
this, an estimate ?,(n) of sw(n).
Fromtheestimate
?,(n), speech canbe generatedina
variety of different ways. One approach is to use an analysis
window function w(n) that generates s(n) when all the frames
of sw(n) are overlapped and added with the appropriate time
registration. Such a window function satisfies the equation

wi(n) =for
1,

n of interest

(5)

i

where w i ( n ) represents the ith window frame. Two such examples
are
overlapped
triangular
and
hamming
windows.
is then generated by
Using such a window function, speech
adding up the estimatesof the windowed segments.
Various speechenhancementtechniques discussed in this
sectiondifferprimarily
in how IS,(w)( is specifically estimatedfromthenoisyspeech.
In onespectralsubtraction
technique referred to as power spectrum subtraction,’ IS,(w)l
is estimated based on (4). Fromthe observed data y , ( n ) ,
IYw(w)lz canbe
obtaineddirectly.Theterms
lD,(w)lz,
S,(o)
*D:(w) and S:(w) D,(w) cannot be obtainedexactly and in the power spectrum subtraction technique they
areapproximated by EIID,(w)lZ I , E [ S , ( o ) * D $ ( o ) l and
E [ S : ( w ) D,(o)] where E [ - 1 denotes the ensemble average.
For d ( n ) -zero meanZ and uncorrelated with s(n), E [ S , ( o )
Ll:(o)] and E [ S : ( w ) D,(w)] arezeroandanestimate
!S,(o)lz
of IS,(w)lZ, is suggested from (4) as
a

Ishw(o)lz = I Y w ( ~ ) l z- E [ l D w ( ~ ) l z l ,
(6)
where E [ D,(w)lz] is obtained either from theassumed known
properties of d ( n ) or by an actual meisurement from the background noge in the intervals where speech is not present. The
based on ( 6 ) is not guaranteed to be nonestimate IS,(w)lz
negative since the right-hand side can become negative, and a
number of somewhatarbitrary choiceshave beenmade.
In
some studies, the negative values are Fade positive by changing
IS,(w)lz is set to zero if
the sign. In someotherstudies
’The name “power spectrum subtraction” comes from theclose
similarity between (2) and (6).
‘The zero mean assumption for the additive random noise is made
only for notational convenience.
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y,(n)

NOISY SPEECH

v,(n)

1

1
1

SUBTRACTION OF
EIF~l[IDw(~)ln]]

PHASEINFORMATION
I

PROCESSED

PROCESSED

Fig. 3. A typical speech enhancement system based on the power spectrum (correlation) subtraction technique. The negative result after
subtraction is set to zero.

1

1

Fig. 4. A speechenhancement system proposed by Weiss et d.
(151, [161.
NOISY SPEECH

IYw(o)12 is less than E [ Dw(o)l21. The latter approach has
been more extensively used in the literature, and as will be
seen later it can be related directly to the optimum filtering
technique discussed in Section 111-B.
there are a variety of different
Given an estimate of IS,(o)l,
ways to estimate sw(n). One method which has been used
extensively in the class of systems discussed in this section and
is also consistent with the notion that short-timephase is relatively unimportant is to approximate 4S,(w), the phase of
S,(o), by 4Yw(w),so that

I
E [ID,(wlln]
PROCESSED

Fig. 5. A simplification ofthesystem in Fig. 4. The negative result
after subtraction is set to zero.

Such a simplified system based on (12) is shown in Fig. 5. As
is evident in Fig. 5 the system proposed by Weiss et aZ. is a
and
technique to estimate the short-timespectral amplitude of
speech by a particular form of spectral subtraction. The performance of the system in Fig. 5 asa speech enhancement
Atypicalalgorithm
for speech enhancement by the power system was evaluated by Lim (19) and the results will be
discussed in Section VII. When theconstant "u" is set to
spectrum subtraction technique is shown in Fig. 3.
Exceptfor
some details and interpretations,the
power unity, the system in Fig. 5 reduces to thespeech enhancement
spectrumsubtraction technique discussed above is a special system developed by Boll [ 201 .
The parameter "u" in [ 121 obviously affords a degree of
case of a more general system originated by Weiss e t uZ. [ 15I ,
[ 161 . Specifically, the power spectrum subtraction technique flexibility over the system based on (6). A further generalizacan also be interpreted in terms of estimating the short-time tion is to introduce an additional degree of flexibility by estimating P,(w)( through the relation
correlation &(n) as
@An)= @ y b ) - E[@Cf(n)l

where
OD

@&I)=

s,(k)*s,(k

I~,(w)I"

(9)

- n) =F-'[IS,(w)lZl(10)

k=-m

and @,,(n) and @&) are similarly defined. For this reason, the
power spectrumsubtraction technique is also referred to as
the correlation subrruction technique. Weiss et ul. focused on
estimating theshort-time correlation function and in place
of asquaring operation used an arbitrary positiv? real constant "u". In the_ir technique, then, by d e f i i g &(n) to be
F - ' [ IS,(o)l"], &(n) is estimated as

Based on this estimate and the assumption that &S,(w) equals
&Y,(w), the windowed speech s,(n) is estimated. The speech
enhancement systemproposed by Weiss et ul. is shown in
Fig. 4.
The system in Fig. 4 can be simplified both computationally
and conceptually [ 18 1 , [ 19I by recognizing that the expectation and Fourier transform operations in (1 1) areinterchangeable and therefore (1 1)is equivalent t o

= I YW(U)l"

- kE[ID,(w)l"l

(1 3)

where now there are the twoparameters a and k. This generalization with a and k as parameters was considered for speech
enhancement by Lim [ 181 and Berouti et aZ. [ 21 1. Just as
with the specific form of spectral subtraction in (6), each
short-time speech segment is in effect estimated by utilizing
the phase associated with the noisy speech, and negative values
on the right-hand side of (13) can be dealt with through the
use of full-wave or half-wave rectification. The additional
possibility of also utilizing afrequency dependent threshold
onthe right-hand side of (13) was considered by Berouti
etul. [21].
Another approach, which leads t o a further modification of
spectral subtraction was proposed by McAulay and Malpass
[33]. Inthis approach,the problem was formulated by assuming that at each frequency the noise is Gaussian and developing the maximumlikelihoodestimate
of IS,(w)l. The
resulting estimate has the form
A

I S w ( w ) l = 3 1 Y w ( ~ ) l+ 3[1Yw(~)l2- E[Dw(~)1211"2.(14)

A further variation, proposed by McAulay and Malpass [331
modifies (14) by a factor which is chosen to represent as a
function ofIYw(w)l
the probability that speech is in fact
present in the signal y ( n ) . Modification of (14) by this factor
is based on the notion that as the probability that only noise
is present increases, it might perhaps be preferable to further
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reduce the estimate of lSw(w)l. Other techniques for speech
enhancement similar or very closely related tothe various
spectral subtraction techniques discussed above include the
work of Curtis and Niederjohn [ 171 and Preuss [ 22 1.
In this section, we have discussed a variety of different techniques to estimate the short timespectral amplitude of speech.
Many of them can be viewed as attempting to enhance the
speech-to-noise (SIN) ratio by not affecting the spectral components corresponding t o relatively high S/Nratio but attenuating those corresponding to relatively low SIN ratio. To illustratethispoint,
consider the spectral subtractionmethod
corresponding to (13) with the assumption that a = 2 an: that
the right-hand side is positive. Expressing the estimate S,(w)
in the form of a zero-phase frequency response H(o) applied
to Y,(w),

Equation (1 5 ) can be rewritten as

where

From (1 7), X(w) can be interpreted as a speech-plus-noise-tonoise ratio at eachfrequency w. In Fig. 6 is plotted 20 log
H(w) for different values of the constant “k” as a function
of 20 log X(o). It is clear from the figure that the frequency
components of Yw(o) corresponding to low S/N ratio are
severely attenuated. As another example, a similar plot representing the speech enhancement system corresponding to (14)
derived from maximum likelihood considerations (33) is also
shown in Fig. 6. The results in Fig. 6 are generally applicable
to various short-time spectral amplitude estimation techniques
discussed in this section and will be useful in understanding
the results of the performance evaluation discussed in Section
VI1.
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Fig. 6. Attenuation curves for two spectral subtraction techniques
(equations (13) and (14)). See text for details.

section, an implicit form of this procedure leads, in fact to
frequency weightings identical to several discussed in Section
111-A.
As is well known, for y ( n ) = s(n) + d ( n ) in which s ( n ) and
d ( n ) represent uncorrelated stationary random processes with
powerdensityspectra
P,(o) and P d ( w ) , respectively, the
linear estimator of s ( n ) which minimizes the mean-square error
is obtained by filtering y ( n ) with the noncausal Wiener filter
for which the frequency response is

The noncausal Wiener filter of (19) cannot be applied directly
to estimate s ( n ) since speech cannot be assumed to be stationary and the spectrum P,(w) cannot be assumed known. An
approach often used is to approximate the noncausal Wiener
filter with an adaptiveWiener filter with frequency response

As in Section 111-A, thefunction EIID,(o)lZ] may be obtained either from the assumed known statistics of d ( n ) or by
averaging many frames of lD,(w)12 during silence intervals in
which the statistics of the background noise can be assumed
to be stationary. In estimatingE[ IS,(o)12] ,there are avariety
B. Speech Enhancement Techniques Based on Wiener
of possibilities. Callahan [34] f i t estimates EIIYw(w)lZ]
Filtering
by locally averaging IYw(o)lz over many frames of noisy
In the previous section,the basis forenhancement was speech.ThenE[lD,(w)lz]
is subtracted from the estimated
the explicit estimation of the short-timespectralmagnitude
EIIYw(w)lzl
to
form
an estimate of E[IS,(w)l‘].
An
through a process of spectral subtraction. In this section, equally reasonable method is to f i t estimate E [ IYw(o)lz] by
we discuss techniques in which a frequency weighting for an smoothing IYw(w)lz rather than averaging IYw(o)lz over many
“optimum” filter is fust estimated fromthe noisy speech. frames of noisy speech and then subtracting E [ Dw(w)lz] from
This fiter is then applied either in the time domain or fre- the estimated EIIYw(o)lzl. As other possibilitiesE[IS,(o)12]
quencydomain
to obtainan
estimate of the undegraded may be approximated as I$,(w)lz or by smoothing I$,(w)lz
speech. Thus with Y w ( o ) , D , ( w ) ,and S,(w) again denoting where IS^,(w)/’ is obtained from the short-time spectral amthe short-timespectra
associated withtheAwindowedtime
plitude estimation techniques discussed in Section 111-A.
functions y ( n ) , d ( n ) , and s(n), the estimate S,(o)
of S,(w)
Given H(w), the short-time speech segment is then obtained
takes the form
as specified by (1 8) applied either in thetime. domainor in the
$,(a) = H(w)Y,(o).
(1 8) frequency domain. It should be noted that in all of the above
procedures. the frequency weighting H(o) has zero ph%e and
As we saw in (1 5 ) , the techniques in Section 111-A can also be thus from (18) the phase associated with the estimate S,(w)
put into this form and consequently the essential difference is that of Y w ( o ) . Thus just as with the procedures in Section
which is
between the techniques presented in that section and those t o 111-A, it is only the spectralmagnitude of S,(o)
be discussed here rests in the basis on which the frequency estimated.
Generalizations of Wiener filtering may also be considered.
weighting H ( o ) is obtained. In this section we focus on procedures for obtaining H(w) based on the principles of Wiener One such generalization which has been studied extensively
filtering. However, as we will see toward the end of this [35] , [ 361 in the context of image restoration has the fre-
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whereby $,(w)iI denotes the estimate of IS,(o)l
ith iteration with
Sw(a)i+l

for some constants “a” and “P” and has been referred to as
parametric Wiener filters. By varying the constants “a” and
“p’, filterswithdifferentcharacteristics
can be obtained.
For example if a and 0 are unity, then (21) corresponds to
Wiener filtering as specified in (1 9). If a is unity and is 1/2,
then (21) corresponds to power spectrum filtering (37) which
has the characteristics that the enhanced signal has the same
power spectrum P,(w) used in (21). Again, due to the nonstationarity of speech, equation (21) has to be modified. The
approximation of P , ( o ) and P d ( o ) by the corresponding
short-time energy spectra and generation of speech based on
theestimated H ( o ) have alreadybeen discussed.With
this
approximation, the frequency response associated with shorttime parametric Wiener filtering would then be expressed as

In the Wiener filter of (20) or its generalized form of (22)
it is assumed that the term representingP,(w) or E [ IS,(w)12]
is first obtained and the frequency
weighting is then applied
to Y w ( w ) . An alternative is t o treat (20) and (22) as implicit
relationships. For example, let us estimate E [ IS,(w)(’ ] as
&lS,(w)I2

1 = Is^,(w)12

(23)

where $,(a) is the estimate of the short-time spectrum
the speech. Then,

s^,(w)

of

=H ( o ) Y , ( w )

or

so that

This, of course, is a? implicitrelationship,fromwhich
we
would like to obtain IS,(o)J and thus we refer to it as implicit
Wiener filtering. For example, two solutions
to (23) for0 = 112
are

Ishw(w)l = 0

(26a)

Is^,(~)l = [ I Y W ( ~ ) l -2 ~ E [ D w ( ~ ) 1 2 1 1 1 / 2 . (26b)
Thus, a solution for Is^,(o)l consistent with (25) is (26b) for
positive values under the radical and (26a), i.e., zero otherwise.
This, of course, is precisely the spectral subtraction method
of (1 3) with a = 2. Similarly, for P = 1 a solutionto (25) is

ls^,(w)l

= ;lYw(w>l + +[IYW(W)l2- 4aE[D,(w)lz11’~z

(27)
For a = 1/4 this is identical to the maximum likelihood estimate of (14).
of Wiener filteringstems
Anotherpotentialgeneralization
from considering an iterative approachto estimating

E [ IS,(w)12
in (22). For example, let

1

us consideraniterativeprocedure

onthe

= H i ( w ) Yw(w).

(28)

Thetransferfunction
H j ( w ) is in theform of (22)with
E [ B , ( W ) ) ~ ]estimatedfrom S,(w)i.
In suchiterativeprocedures there are, of course, issues of convergence which will
in general depend on the way in which the iteration is started
and on specifically how E [ IS,(w)121 is estimated from S w ( W ) i .
I v . SPEECH-ENHANCEMENT
TECHNIQUES BASED ON
PERIODICITY OF

VOICEDSPEECH

Inthissection, we discuss speech enhancement techniques
which capitalize on the observation that waveforms of voiced
soundsareperiodicwithaperiodthatcorresponds
to the
fundamental frequency. Even with this basic underlying principle many different approaches are possible. In Section IV-A,
wediscuss an approach based on comb filtering to pass the
harmonics of speech but reject thefrequencycomponents
between the harmonics.InSection
IV-B,we consider the
extraction of speech harmonics from a
high resolution spectrum of noisy speech. In Section IVC, we discuss the use of
adaptive noise cancelling techniques to reduce the background
noise by capitalizing on the periodicity of voiced sounds to
provide a reference input.

A . Speech Enhancement Based on Adaptive Comb Filtering
The periodicity of a time waveform manifests itself in the
frequencydomain as harmonicswith thefundamentalfrequency corresponding to the period of the time waveform as is
shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7(a) is shown a segment of a periodic
time waveform and in Fig. 7(b) is shownthe associated magnitude spectrum. Since the energy of aperiodic signal is concentrated in bands of frequencies as is evident in Fig. 7(b) and
the interfering signals in generalhave energy over the entire
frequency bands, to the extent that accurate information
of
the fundamental frequency is available, a comb filter as shown
in Fig. 7(c) can reduce noise while preserving the signal.
Even though voiced speech is only approximately periodic,
the concept of comb filtering to reduce the background noise
in noisy speech may still be applicable.
One approach to enhancing degraded speech through comb filtering was taken by
Shields [38] . A typical impulse response of a comb filter as
appliedby Shields is shownin Fig. 8(a).The spacing “T”
in the figure represents the pitch period and a different value
of “T” is chosen in processing different parts of voiced speech
to adapt globally to the time varying nature of speech. Frazier
e t al. [39], observed that even withaccuratefundamental
frequency information Shields’ adaptive comb filteringtechniquedistortsspeech
signals significantly due tothe time
varying nature of speech even on ashort-time(local) basis.
To reduce some of this distortion, Frazier et al. [ 391 suggested
a filter thatadapts itself both globally and locally tothe
time varying nature of speech. A typical impulse response of
Frazier’s adaptivefilter is shown in Fig. 8(b).The spacing
“Ti” in Fig. 8(b) is adapted to the local variation of the pitch
periods of voiced speech. A typicalalgorithm
for speech
enhancement by adaptive comb filtering (or adaptive filtering)
is shown in Fig. 9.
B. Speech Enchancement Based on Harmonic Selection
The adaptivefilteringtechnique discussed inSection IV-A
requiresaccuratepitchinformationandthereforeaseparate
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Fig. 8. (a) Impulse response of a typical adaptive comb mter by Shields
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by Frazier
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Fig. 7. (a) A periodic time waveform. (b) Magnitude spectrum of the
time waveform in (a). (c) Frequency response of an ideal comb fdter.

system that estimates the pitch information is necessary. In
the context of an application in which the interfering background noise is a competing speaker, Parsons [23] developed
a system which is closely related to comb filtering with the
pitch information obtained as an integral part of the system.
Voiced speech is windowedanda high-resolution short-time
spectrum is obtained. In the short-time spectrum, the periodicity of speech exhibits itself as local spectral peaks some of
which are due to the main speaker and some others of which
are due to acompetingspeaker.
Parsons developedatechnique in which each of the local spectral peaks in the highresolutionshort-timespectrum
is distinguished between the
main speaker and a competing speaker. Then speech
is generated based on the spectral contentthat corresponds to the
peaks of the main speaker. Since the essence of Parsons' system is location and selection of speech harmonicsof a speaker
from the high-resolution spectrum of degraded speech, it can
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FILTER
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FACTOR
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Fig. 9. A typical algorithm for speech enhancement by adaptive comb
fdteriug or adaptive filtering.

be approximately viewed as a frequencydomain implementation of a pitch information extracter and an adaptive filter.
C. Speech Enhancement Based on Adaptive Noise Canceling
Techniques

A class of techniques referred to as adaptive noise canceling
have beendevelopedwhichare
based on the availability of
both the degraded signal y ( n ) = s(n) + d ( n ) and a reference
signal r ( n ) which is uncorrelated with s(n) but correlated with
d ( n ) . A block diagram representation of suchasystem
is
shown in Fig. 10. By adaptively filtering r ( n ) an estimate of
the component d ( n ) that is correlated with r ( n ) is formed and
subtracted from y ( n ) . Adaptive noise canceling is applicable
to processingof inputs whose propertiesare unknown,and
good performance can be achieved if a suitable reference input
is available. A detailed discussion of the principles, implementations, etc. of adaptive noise cancelling can be foundin [40].
As mentioned in theintroduction,the
discussion in this
paper is restricted to systems for which the only signal available is the degraded speech and thus adaptive noise canceling
as outlined above would not be applicable. However, Sambur
[ 241 developed a system which utilizes the principles of adap-
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cally, if we assume that the adaptiveprocesshas converged
andthe adaptivefilter is short enough so that d(n) can be
assumed to be uncorrelated with d(n - T ) , the results in [401
can be used to show that the frequency response of the filter
is given by

BACKGROUND
NOISE
d(n1

P

where d'(n) = din - T). Since Pd(o) = P d t ( w ) , H(w) in (32)
equals 112 and d ( n ) in the figure is given by

E[r(nbs(kl] = 0
E[r(nl.d(kl]+O

A

d(n) =

Fig. 10. An adaptive noise cancelling system.

3y ( n ) - 3y ( n - T).

(33)

From (33) and Fig. 1 l(b),

Equation (34) is the result obtained by a comb filter whose
impulse response equals 6 ( n ) - 6(n - TI.
In this section, we havediscussedvarious
speechenhancement techniques which capitalize on the periodicity of voiced
speech. Depending on how the periodicity of voiced speech is
specifically exploited,differenttechniques
havebeendeveloped. All of them, however, have the common feature that
they are based only on the periodicity of voiced speech and
require accurate pitch information. Techniques for extracting
the pitch information from noisy speech
will be discussed in
SectionVI.Someperformanceevaluationresultsandpotential advantages and disadvantages of the techniques discussed
in this section will be presented in Section VII.

3

(b)
Fig. 1 1 . (a) An adaptive noise cancelling technique for speech enhancement bySambur [ 241. (b) Anofher adaptive noise cancelling technique for speech enhancement.

tive noisecanceling bygeneratingareference
input, capitalizing on the periodicity of voiced speech. Specifically, let the
reference input r(n) begiven by r ( n ) = y ( n - T),where T
represents the pitch period. To the extent that periodicity is
strictly observed,

r(n) = s(n - T)+ d(n - T)= s ( n ) + d(n - T).

(29)

Reversing the roles of s(n) and d ( n ) in Fig. 10, r ( n ) can be
viewed as uncorrelated with d ( n ) to the extent that the correlation of d ( n ) is short and the adaptive filter has a short impulse response relative to the pitch period T. Since the component s(n) in r ( n ) is identical to thes(n) in the primary input
y ( n ) , the output of the adaptive filter in Fig. 10 would correspond to an estimate of s(n). Theadaptive noisecancelling
techniqueproposed by Sambur is shownin Fig. 1 I(a). An
alternative approach to Sambur's technique is shown in Fig.
1 l(b). In the figure, a reference input r(n) is specified as
r ( n ) = y ( n ) - y ( n - T).

(30)

To the extent thatperiodicity is strictly observed,

Then r ( n ) is uncorrelatedwith s(n) but is highly correlated
with d ( n ) thus satisfying theconditionforadaptive
noise
canceling.
The adaptive noise canceling technique in Fig. 1 l(b) can be
related to comb filtering discussed in Section IV-A.Specifi-

3

V. SPEECH-ENHANCEMENT
TECHNIQUES
BASED
ON A SPEECHMODEL
A digital model of'sampled speech that has been used in a
number of practicalapplicationsand
has a basis [ 6 ] - [ 8 ] in
the physics of speech production system was shown in Fig. 1.
In the model, the excitation source
is either a quasi-periodic
train of pulses for voiced sounds or random noise for unvoiced
sounds.The digital fiter represents the effects of the vocal
tract, lip radiation, and, for voiced sounds, the glottal source.
Since the vocal tract changes in shape as a function of time,
the digital filter in Fig. 1 is in general time varying. However,
over a short interval of time, the digital filter may be approximated as a linear time invariant system. Many systems which
capitalizeon the underlyingspeechmodel
discussed above
have been proposed in the literature for speech enhancement
and in this sectionwe discuss some of those techniques.
In the speechenhancementtechnique based on an underlying speech model, the parameters of the speech model are
is generated based onthe
first estimatedandthenspeech
estimated parameters. The parameters of the model consist of
thesource parameters(pitchinformation)and
the system
parameters(vocal-tractinformation).Theproblem
of estimating the source parameters from noisy speech will be discussed in Section VI, where
wediscuss techniques for bandwidthcompression of noisyspeech,and
in thissection we
considertechniquesforestimatingthesystemparameters.
Given the estimated parameters of a speech model, speech can
be generated by a synthesis system
based on the same underlying speech model or by designing a filter with the estimated
speech model parameters and then filtering the noisy speech.
Theformerapproachrequiresboththesourceandsystem
parameters while the latter approach generally requires only
the system parameters as w
l
ibe discussed later.
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points of the correlation of s,(n) representing@) multiplied
by a time-limited window w ( n ) as introduced in Section 111-A.
The Fourier transform of the correlation of sw(n) is ISw(o)12
and in Section I11we have discussed varioustechniques to
estimate ISw(o)l from the noisy speech. Then one approach
would be to estimate /Sw(o)(’ from the noisy speech by one
of the techniques discussed in Section 111, form R and r from
the inverse transform of .this estimate and then solve for a in
(38). Techniques to estimate the all-polecoefficientsinthis
way have been considered by Magill and Un [28], Kobatake
A . Speech Enhancement Techniques based on an All-Pole
e t al. [44], and Lim [ 181.
Model of Speech
A more theoretical approach to the problem of estimating
a is to use well-known parameter
In an all-pole model of speech, the transfer function V(z)in theallpolecoefficients
estimationrules. Before we discuss thisapproachingreater
Fig. 1 is modeled on a short-timebasis as all-pole of the form
detail, we review very briefly the general principles of parameter estimation.
Let A and R denote the parameter space and the observation
space,andassume
thatthere is aprobabilisticmapping betweenthese spaces withapoint
a in the parameterspace
where “p” represents the order of all-pole model. Thus on a
mapped to a point r in the observation space. The parameter
short-time basis the speech waveform s(n) is assumed to satisfy estimationproblem is to estimatethe valueof a from the
a difference equation of the form
observation r , using some estimation rule. The three estimation rulesknown as maximumlikelihood (ML), maximum
a posteriori (MAP), and minimum meansquare error (MMSE)
estimation have many desirable properties and thus have been
studied [451, [461extensivelyintheliterature.
For nonwhere u(n) is a pulse train for voiced speech or random noise random parameters, the ML estimation rule is often used. In
for unvoiced speech.
the ML estimation, the parameter value is chosen such that the
Equation (36) is sometimes referred t o as an autoregressive chosen value mostlikelyresultedin
the observation r. Thus
model or as a linear prediction model since the current sample the value of a is chosen such that pRIA(r.Ia),the probability
s(n) can be viewed as being predictedfromalinearcombidensity function of R conditioned on A , is maximized at the
nation of past samples of s(n) with an error of u(n). For nota- observed r and the chosen value of a. The MAP and MMSE
tional convenience, the all pole parameters will be denoted in estimation rules are commonly used for parameters that can
vector form as
be consideredasrandom
variables whose u priori density
function is known. In the MAP estimation rule, the parameter
value is chosen such that the a posterion density p A I R ( a l r is
)
maximized
at
the
observed
r
and
the
chosen
value
of
a.
ML
a=
(37)
and MAP estimation rules lead t o identical estimates of the
parameter value when the a priori density of the parameter
inthe MAP estimationrule is assumed to be flat over the
The problem of estimating a given a segment of s(n) has been parameter space. For this reason,
the ML estimation rule is
consideredextensively (411,[42] in theliterature.Inthe
often viewed as a special case of the MAP estimation rule. In
absence of background noise, many different approaches [41] the MMSE estimation rule N R ) , the estimate of a,is obtained
to estimate a lead to solving essentially the same set of linear byminimizing themeansquare error E [ ( & ( R )- a)’].The
equations of the form
MMSE estimate of a is given by E[aIr] ,the a posteriori mean
R -a=r
(38) of a given r. Therefore, when the maximum of the a posteriori density function p A I R ( a l r )coincides with its mean, the
where R is a p X p matrix and r is a p X 1 matrix. Depending MAP estimation and MMSE estimation rules lead to identical
on how the matrices R and r are specifically obtained from
estimates.
s(n), equation (38) is referred to as either the correlation or
Lim and Oppenheim [ 291 have considered estimation of the
covariance method of linear prediction analysis. The principal
all-pole coefficients (I using M A P estimation, thus maximizing
advantages of the correlation method are that R in (38) is a p(aly) where’ y represents the samples of noisy speech with
Toeplitz matrix so that particularly efficient algorithms (43) the assumption thattheexcitation
is white Gaussian noise.
to solve (38) existand the resulting all-pole coefficientsare
Theapproach was motivatedpartlyby
thefact 1291, l471
guaranteed to be stable.
that in the absence of background noise the MAP estimation
The problem of estimating the all-pole parameters from the procedurewithwhite
Gaussian noise excitation leads to the
noisy speech is a much more difficult problem
and different correlation method of linearprediction analysis whichhas
approachesgenerally lead to differentresults.Oneapproach
is to simply solve (38) for all-pole parameters a where the
For a more accurate representation, a probabitity density function
components of R and r are estimated accounting for the presp (.) and the density function evaluated at x = x o shouldbe distinence of noise. In the correlation method of linear prediction
&shed. For notational convenience, Axo)will be used in both cases
libe left to the contextin which it is used.
analysis, the components of R and r consist of the fEst p + 1 and the distinction w
Thetechniques
toestimatethe
systemparameters
of a
speechmodel, of course,depend onthespecificmodel
assumed. Even for the same speech model, however, there are
again a variety of differenttechniques that may beused in
estimating the model parameters. In Section
V-A, we discuss
speechenhancementtechniques
based on an all-pole model
of the vocal tract and in Section V-B, techniques based on a
pole-zero model of the vocal tract. In Section V-C, we discuss
techniques based on nonparametricspeech models.
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a,

estimating s(i) s ( j ) using (42) again requires solving onlya
set
of linear equations and as with the
LMAP algorithm the
NOISY
SPEECH
assumption of infinite data leads to a computationally simple
ENHANCED
VECTOR
SPEECH
procedure which has a frequencydomain
representation.
NON-CAUSAL
c
FILTER
WIENER
I
Furthermore, it can be shown [ 181, [29] that each iteration
in the RLMAP algorithm increases p (Q Iy) instead of p (u, s Iy),
thus corresponding to a true MAP parameter estimation rule.
LINEAR PREDICTIONANALYSIS
As an alternative approach to estimate the &-pole param9
eters from a noisy observation, we may model the noisy allb
poleprocess by apole-zeroprocess,estimate
the polesand
ESTIMATED ALL POLE COEFFICIENTS
zeros, and then identify the all-pole parameters from the estiFig. 12. Linearized M A P (LMAP) algorithm for estimation of the all pole
parameters a and the speech vector 8 from the noisy speech vector y .
mated poles and zeros. Specifically, if we assume the excitationinan
all-pole process is white Gaussian noiseand the
is also white Gaussian uncorrelatedwith the
additive
noise
beensuccessful in the analysisof both voiced and unvoiced
excitation,
then
it
can
beshown [48] that the noisy all-pole
speech. In the presence of background noise, the MAP parameter estimation rule leads to solving a set of nonlinear equa- process can be modeled by a pole-zero system whose poles are
tions (29). However, if u is estimated by maximizing p(u, s Iy), identical to those of the original all-pole system. By using a
where s represents the samplesofnoise-free speech, then an pole-zero parameter estimation iechnique, the poles and zeros
the resulting
iterative algorithm which requires
solving only sets of linear of the pole-zero systemmaybeestimatedand
polesmaybe
identified as the poles of the original all-pole
equations can be developed. The iterative algorithm, referred
to as linearized MAP (LMAP)begins with an initial estimate process. This approach has been applied by Done and Rush[30] to estimate all-pole parameters from a noisy time
so and then estimates s as E [ s l & , y l . With this estimate of s, forth
series,
and may be applied to estimate the all-pole parameters
a new estimate $1 is obtained by the correlation method of
linearprediction analysis. With the new a,, the above pro- from noisy speech.
In the above we havediscussedseveral
approaches to esticedure is repeated to obtain anewerestimate &. It canbe
mating
the
parameters
in
all-pole
model
of
the vocal tract. .In
shown (29) that estimating s as E [ s [ & , y ] is a linear problem
the
LMAP
algorithm,
the
noise-free
speech
is
estimated in the
andfurtherthatthe
above iterative
procedure
increases
process
of
estimating
the
all-pole
parameters
and thusthe
p ( ~s ,l y ) in each iteration.
estimate
of
noise-free
speech
can
be
directly
used
as the outIf an infinite amount of data is assumed to be available, it
of
the
enhancement
system.
In
other
approaches,
howput
can be shown that estimating s as E [ s (ai,y ] is equivalent to
ever,
speech
has
to
be
generated
from
the
estimated
all-pole
filtering the noisy speech with a noncausal Wiener filter whose
parameters.One
way to generatespeech is to use aspeech
frequency response is given by
synthesis system based on the same underlying speech model
used in the analysis. This approach requires an estimation of
(39) thesource parameters. An alternativeapproachwhichdoes
not require an estimation of the source parameters is to form
with
P , ( o ) in (40) from the speechmodelparameters andthen
form an optimum filter H(o)as in (21). Then speech can be
generatedbyfiltering
the noisy speech. If the filtering is
performed in the same manner as in SectionAIII-B, i.e., H ( o )
applied to Yw(o)to obtaintheestimate
Sw(o),thetechniques discussed in this section again can be viewed as a parwhere ak in (40) corresponds to and g2 represents the gain ticular method of estimating the short-time spectral amplitude
in the excitation. A typical LMAP algorithm with the assump of speech discussed in Section 111. The difference lies in the
tion of an infinite amount of data is shown in Fig. 12. As is fact that the techniques discussed in this section weredevelclear fromthe
figure, theapproach
based on maximizing oped by attempting to capitalize on a particular speech model.
p ( o , s l y ) estimates not only the all-pole coefficients but the
noise-free speech vector s. Thus either acan be utilized as the B. Speech-Enhancement Techniques Based ona Pole-Zero
estimate of s(n), or the coefficients can be used to synthesize Model of Speech
an estimate of s(n).
Even though the all-pole model of speech has been used in
In the LMAP algorithm, when u is estimated from ? by the many speech communication problems, it is known [7],[8]
correlationmethod of linearprediction analysis, the values that a variety of sounds can be more adequately modeled by
are used to form the short-time correlation which consists of a pole-zero system. In a pole-zero model of speech, the transcomponents of the form of s(i) * s ( j ) . The LMAP algorithm fer function V ( z ) in Fig. 1 is modeled on ashort-time basis
estimates s(i)s(j) by
to be of the form
INITIALESTIMATE
9

h

h

ai

As an alternative, s(i) * s( j ) may be estimated directly by

s(i) ;s ( j ) = E [ s ( i ) * s(j)I G, y ] .

(42)

An iterative algorithm based on (42)has been referred to [ 291
as revisedLMAP(RLMAP)
algorithm. It canbe shown that

(43)
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As an alternative,x ( i ) x ( j ) may be estimated directlyas

EACKGROUNO

WISE

x ( i ) - x ( j ) = E [ x ( i ) * r(j)la,

Fig. 13. A noisy speech model based on a pole-zero speech model.

where “q” represents the order of zeros. Thus on a short-time
basis the speech waveform s(n) is assumed to satisfy an autoregressive moving average difference equation of the form

s(n) =

P
ak

*

s(n - k) +

k=l

4
bk

- u(n - k)

(44)

k =O

where u(n) represents the source excitation, and a and b are
the system parameters of the model. An alternative representation of (44) is
P

x(n)=

ak

*

x ( n - k) + u(n)

(454

bk

*

x(n - k).

(45b)

k=l

and
4

s(n) =
k =O

This corresponds to the overall system being represented as
the cascade of an all-pole and an all-zero model as indicated
in Fig. 13.
In general, estimating the zero parameters b in the presence
of noise is a very difficult problem since zeros are much more
easily masked by the background noise than poles. Nevertheless, techniques similar to those discussed in Section V-A have
been developed to estimate the zeros in the presence of noise.
Oneapproach is to enhancespeechfirstbythetechniques
discussed inSection I11 and then useavailablepole-zeropato noiserameter estimation techniques [491-[52] applicable
free signals.
Another approach to the problem of estimating the model
parameters a and b is to use well known parameter estimation
rules. Musicus and Lim [ 31 I and Musicus [321 considered
using the MAP estimation rule and have shown that the iterative algorithms discussed in Section V-A for an all-pole model
canbe generalized to a pole-zero model.Specifically,
the
LMAP algorithm canbegeneralized
by attempting to maximize p ( a , b, x , l y ) where x represents the samples of x ( n ) in
(45)and Fig. 13. TheAgeneralized algorithm begins withan
initial estimate $0 and , from which the estimate x^ of x is
formed as x^ = E[%[;io , bo, y 1 . With t$ estimate of x, a new
estimate a, and b l , is obtained as i i l , b l = E [ a , b,lx^]. With
the new 3, and b, the abovefrocedure is repeated to obtain
anupdatedestimate i i 2 and b2. It can beshown(32)that
the steps discussed above involvesolving only sets of linear
equations and further that the
aboveiterativeprocedure increases p ( a , b , x ( y ) in each iteration.
In the generalizedLMAP algorithm discussed above, when
a and b are estimated from x^,the values x^ are used to form
products of theform
x ( i ) * x ( j ) . The generalizedLMAP
algorithm estimates x ( i ) x ( j ) as

-

x ( i ) ^ x ( j ) =E[x(i)la^,g , y ] - E [ x ( j ) l a ^g, , y ] .

(46)

s, y I .

(47)

As with the all-pole case, an iterative algorithm based on (47)
increases p(a, bly) in each iteration (32). In both the generalized LMAP and RLMAP algorithms, an infinite data assumption leads to a computationally simple procedure
which has
afrequencydomainrepresentation.Generation
,of speech
from the estimated model parameters is essentially the same as
in the all-pole model case discussed in Section V-A.
C. Speech-Enhancement Techniques Based on a
Nonparametric Model of Speech
In Sections V-A and V-B,we have consideredspeechenof the
hancementtechniques based onaparametricmodel
vocal-tract transfer function V ( z ) . Nonparametric representations for V ( z ) such as homomorphic analysisof speechcan
also beconsidered (53). For a npnparametric representation
of V ( z ) , it is the impulseresponse u(n) which is estimated
ratherthan the modelparameters.Twospecificspeechenhancementtechniques which are based on anonparametric
developed by Miller [25] to
model of speechareasystem
remove record noise and the orchestral accompaniment from
earlyrecordings of EnricoCaruso, and asystem by Suzuki
[ 261, [27]. The two systems were briefly discussed in Section 11.
A simple alternative approach t o capitalize on a nonparametric representation of speech is to first enhance speech by any
of the techniques discussed in Section 111, and then estimate
[ 1I , [54]
the impulse response by deconvolution techniques
based on anonparametricrepresentation
of speechsuch as
homomorphicspeech analysis [531. A moretheoreticalapproach to estimating the impulse response based on classical
estimationrules
is a muchmoredifficultproblem.
Even
though iterative algorithms similar to those discussed in Sections V-A and V-B can in principle be developed, relating the
algorithms to anestimationrulesuch
asMAP estimation is
not an easy task.

VI. TECHNIQUES
FOR BANDWIDTH
COMPRESSION OF
NOISYSPEECH
Much of the discussion in the previous sections focused on
the problem of processing degraded speech in preparation for
listening, with the objective of improving quality, intelligibility
or some other attribute. A related but distinct problem is that
of processing degraded speech in preparation for coding by a
bandwidthcompressionsystem.
It is commonlyunderstood
thatrobustness is aproblem in bandwidthcompression of
speech, specifically that performance degrades quickly [ 5 5 I [ 57 1 as the signal-to-noise ratio decreases. Thus it is important to develop techniques for bandwidth compression which
specifically account for thepresence of noise.
Thereare two basic approachestypicallyconsidered.The
first, depicted in Fig. 14 corresponds to using a conventional
bandwidth compression system preceded by a preprocessor to
firstreduce the background noise. In this caseany of the
variety of noise reduction systems which were discussed previously could potentially be used. A number of systems for
bandwidth compression of noisy speech in the form of Fig. 14
have been implemented and evaluated. Typically, whereas the
intelligibility of the output of the noise reduction systemis less
than that of the input, the intelligibility of the output of the
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Fig. 14. Bandwidth compression of noisy speech using a noise reduction system as a preprocessor.

PITCH

Fig. 15. A system for classification of noisy speech by McAulay [ 631,[ 641.

bandwidth
compression
system
is higher than would be
achieved if the noise recuction system were not present.
An alternative approach is to directly incorporate into the
bandwidth compression system the knowledge that the model
for the input signal is speech plus additivenoise. For example,
varioussystems for compression of undegradedspeechare
based on parametric modeling of the speech waveform [41],
[42]. The parameters are coded and transmitted and at the
receiver are then used to resynthesize the speech. One particularly successful form for such a system referred to as linear
predictivecoding(LPC)represents
the speech signalin the
form of Fig. 1 with the vocal-tract transfer function modeled
on a short-time basis as an all-pole filter. As was discussed in
Section V-A, there'are
available a variety of successful
approaches to estimatingtheparameters
of the vocal-tract
transfer function. The remaining parameters are thoseused to
representtheexcitationfunction
andcorrespond to a decision as to whether, for each segment, the speech is voiced or
unvoiced, and if voiced a determination of the fundamental
frequency. Again, for the case of undegraded speech, there are
a variety of successful systems for estimating the excitation
parameters [ 581 -[ 61 I .
For speech degraded by additive background noise we can,
inasimilarfashion,
attempt to estimate the parameters. In
particular, in Section V-Awe discussed fordegradedspeech
the estimation of the parameters in an all-pole model and in
Section V-B the estimation of the parameters in a pole-zero
model using MAP parameterestimationtechniques.Inthe
context of that discussion theparametricmodeling
was
directedatanenhancementsystem.Clearly,however,the
parameters can be coded with the speech resynthesized at the
receiver, just as is done with conventional LPC. In addition
to the resulting bandwidth compression, the system also performs as a speech enhancement system.
Another example of a speech compression system which has
been modified to account for the presence of additive noise is
thespectralenvelopeestimationvocoderdeveloped
by Paul

[62]. In his speech compression system, the vocal tract transfer function is estimated by first carrying out a highresolution
spectralanalysisforeachspeechframe.
The peakscorresponding to thespectral envelope at the frequenciesof the harmonics of the fundamental frequency are then located. Next,
the spectrum is interpolated between these frequencies to obtain an estimate of the spectral envelope, corresponding to the
vocal-tract transfer function. In the modification of the system when background noise is present, the assumed spectrum
for the background noise is subtracted from the spectral envelope obtained for the degraded speech.
This new estimate
for the vocal tract transfer function is then used to provide the
parameters forthe synthesizer.
The aboveapproachesprovide
several alternativesfor obtaining parameters representing the vocal-tract transfer function. In general it appears to be considerably more difficult
to extract excitation parameters from degraded speech. Essentally all algorithms for determination of excitation parameters
with undegraded speech become seriously degraded with even
moderate signal-to-noise ratios and to a large extent the estimation of excitation parameters from noisy speech remains a
current area of research. Particularly difficult and unresolved
is the determination of whether a given segment of speech is
voiced,unvoicedorsilence.
McAulay [63],[64] has proposed one system for optimum speech classification based on
the principles of decisiontheory.
The resultingsystem is
shown in Fig. 15. This system requires an estimate of the fundamental frequency under the hypothesis that the speech
is
voiced. For voiced speech, one approach for determination of
the fundamental frequency that has been particularly successful is the maximum likelihood pitch estimator as proposedby
Wise et al. [ 6 5 ] . They formulated the problem as that of estimating an unknown periodic signal in white Gaussian noise of
unknown intensity. The resulting procedure for obtaining the
optimumestimate of thepitchperiodcorresponds
to constructing a bank of comb filters each tuned to a slightly different pitch period and choosing as the estimate the pitch cor-
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responding to the comb fiiter for which the output energy is
largest.
Another, somewhat different approach to obtaining an excitation for the synthesizer,which requires a higher data rate has
been proposed by Magill and Un [28]. The overall system for
noise reduction is based on the use of all-pole modellingof the
vocal tract transfer function as outlined in Section V, with an
excitation function obtained by passing the result of low-pass
filtering the residual signal for the noisy speech through a nonlinear distortion to broaden its bandwidth.

VII. PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

*---.-I3
FILTERED AND C L I W D
The performance evaluation of the various systems discussed
in this paper is a very difficult task, partly because the
pere----*
flLTEROD.CLIPPED
AND DIFFERENTIATED
formance of a system may vary depending on the particular
NO PROCESSING
application under consideration. Some systems which improve
speech quality may decreasespeechintelligibility. Some sys=
10
15
20
tems which improvespeechintelligibilityin
thecontext of
S I N RATIO ( d B )
bandwidth compression may decrease speech intelligibility in
Fig. 16. Intelligibility scores of high-pass filtering and clipping, and
the context of speech enhancement. Some systems which imhigh-pass filtering, clipping and differentiation for enhancement of
speech degraded by wide-band random noise. after Thomas and
prove speech quality when the speech degradation is due to
Ravindran [ 1 3 ) .
additive random noise may not even be applicable if the degradation is due to a competing speaker.
A further complicating factor in evaluating the system
per- VII-F, the evaluation of the LMAP and RLMAP techniques is
formance is that the objective of various systems discussed in summarized. The LMAP technique appears to improve speech
thispaper is generallyanimprovement
in someaspects of quality both in the context of speech enhancement and bandhuman perception such as an improvement in speech intelligi- width compression. Based on an objective measure, theLMAP
and RLMAP techniques estimate speech synthesis parameters
bilityorquality,orreduction
of listenerfatigue.Sincethe
more accurately inthe context of bandwidth compression.
is not well understood,acareful
humanperceptualdomain
system evaluation requires a subjective test such as a speech inA carefulsubjectivetestcan
be A . High-PassFiltering and Clipping
telligibility orqualitytest.
As was discussed in Section II, highpass filtering and clipping
tedious and time consuming, and generally requires processing
have been considered for speech enhancement by Thomas and
a large amount of data.
Ravindran [ 131 . Their evaluationwas based on a speech intelBecause of the difficulty involved in the evaluation, only a
ligibility test with the test material of Harvard PB-50 (phonetifew systems have been carefully evaluated by a subjective test
forsomeparticularenvironments.Afewothers
have only cally balanced) word lists when the degradation is wide-band
been evaluated based on anobjectivemeasuresuch
as SIN random noise. They also evaluated high-pass filtering, clipping
anddifferentiationforspeechenhancement.Theresults
of
ratioimprovement
even thoughsuchanobjectivemeasure
does not correlate well with a subjective measure. In this sec- their evaluation are shown in Fig. 16. ‘
Before we discuss the results of the evaluation, wereview
tion, we summarize the performance evaluation that has been
tests. In atypicalspeech
very brieflyspeechintelligibility
reportedforsome
of thesystemspresentedinthispaper.
intelligibility test [ 6 6 ] , [67], listeners are presented with test
Since the evaluation has been based on different procedures,
to identifythetestmaterialor
answer
test material, environments, etc., no attempt is made to com- materialandasked
pareindividualsystems.InSectionVILA,
the evaluation of
questions based on the test material. For example, listeners
high-pass fiiteringandclippingforspeechenhancement
is may be presented with sentences, words or syllables and asked
to write the test material that theyheard or choose oneout of
summarized. It has been reported that this system noticeably
is several options which most closely resembles what they heard.
improves intelligibility despite the fact that speech quality
seriously degraded. In Section
VII-B, the evaluation of high- Alternatively, listeners may be presented with a paragraph and
asked to answerquestionsbased
on thecontentsofthe
pass filtering for the specific phoneme /s/ and creating short
pauses before plosive sounds for speech enhancement has been presented paragraph. From the responses of the listeners the
summarized. It is reportedthatthis
systemnoticeably im- intelligibility score, the percentage of “correct” answers based
given
proves speech intelligibilityif tne locations of the phoneme I s / on somepredeterminedcriterion, is computed.Fora
and the plosive sounds are accurately known. In SectionVIIC, type of degradation, the intelligibility score is generally obthe evaluation of one of the spectral subtraction techniques is tained for several different levels (amounts) of degradation.
summarized. In the context
of speech enhancement the sys- The amount of degradation is represented in terms of S / N
tem does not improve speech intelligibilitybut improvesspeech ratio. For the same type and level of degradatoin, the intelliquality. In the context of bandwidth compression, the system gibility score can vary considerably dependingon the testproappears to improve intelligibility. In Section VII-D, the evalu- cedure, test material, training of subjects, etc. Furthermore,
is the defiition of SIN ratio employed varies from one evaluaation of adaptivecombfilteringforspeechenhancement
summarized. Here again despite an improvement in S/N ratio, tion to another. Therefore, two systems evaluated differently
the system reduces intelligibility. In Section VII-E, the evalua- and possibly with a different d e f i t i o n of S / N ratio cannot
tion of splicing of autocorrelation function (SPAC) indicating be compared based on the intelligibility scoresalone. However, it is generally established thatif one system is superior to
an improvement in speech quality is summarized. In Section
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and introducing a short pause before
plosive sounds such as
/p/, /t/, and /k/ assuming their accurate locations are known.
He evaluated the system based on an intelligibility test using
words as test material when the degradation
is due to wide
band random noise. The results of the evaluation are shown in
Fig. 17. The results show that the system improves the intelligibility considerably. However, the system assumes that the
phoneme Is/ and the plosive sounds can be accurately located.
C. Spectral Subtraction

-

@------a
PROCESSED
UNPROCESSED

-8

0
S / N RATIO (dB)
-4

4

-

Fig. 17. Intelligibility scores of Drucker’s system 1141 for enhance-

ment of speech degraded by wide-band random noise. after Drucker
(141.

-
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Fig. 18. Intelligibility scores of a spectral subtraction technique for enhancement of speech degradedby wideband random noise. after

Lim

The spectral subtraction technique for speech enhancement
shown in Fig. 5 was evaluatedby Lim [ 191 using nonsense
is wideband
sentences as test material when the degradation
random noise.When the paraheter “a” equals two, the system corresponds to the power spectrum (or correlation) subtractiontechnique.
When “a” equalsone,the
systemcorresponds tothe speechenhancementsystemconsidered
by
Boll [ 201 . The results of the test are shown in Fig. 18 as a
function of SIN ratio and the constant “a”. The results of
the test show that intelligibility
is not improved at the S / N
ratios at which the intelligibility scores of unprocessed nonsense sentences range between 20 and 70 percent.
However,
processed speech with a = 1 or 0.5 sound [ 191 distinctly “less
noisy” and of “higher qualityyA atrelatively high S/N ratios.
The evaluation results discussed above may be partially exwhen the
plained by considering Fig. 6 . Fromthefigure,
background noise is wide-band random noise,mostspectral
subtractiontechniquesemphasize
large amplitudespectral
components of noisy speechrelative to thosewithsmaller
amplitudes.Sinceunvoicedspeechorhigherformants
of
voiced speechgenerally have lowerenergyrelative to lower
formants of voiced speech,spectralsubtraction
in awhite
noise environmenthastheeffect
of emphasizinglowerformants of voiced speech while deemph.dzing unvoiced speech
or higher formants of voiced speech. Such an operation improves the SIN ratio but may in fact decrease speech intelligibility, which is the result observed by Lim [ 191.
The evaluation result of the same spectral subtraction technique discussed above with a = 1 was reported by Boll [20]
when the degradation is due to helicopter noise. The results
based on a Diagnostic Rhyme test [ 71 I , [ 721 indicate that at
the SIN ratio at which the intelligibility score of unprocessed the

[19].

another when evaluated by the same test, a similar result also
holds when evaluated by different types of intelligibility tests.
The results in Fig. 16 imply that the two systems studied
by
Thomas and Ravindran [ 13I noticeably improve speech intelligibilitywhen thedegradation is due to additive wideband
random noise. Since theresultsreportedaresomewhatunexpected and the implication o f the results is quite important,
we feel that a more extensive intelligibility test should be performed to verify theresults. Even thoughtheintelligibility
may be improved, the clipping operation significantly distorts
speech andthe qualityof speech would be noticeably degraded.
If the possible improvement in intelligibility is primarily due
to high-pass filtering as discussed in Section 11, then the
clipping operation would be unnecessary and the degradation
of speech qualityis not a problem.

B. System by Drucker
As was discussed in Section 11, forspeechenhancement
Drucker [ 141 considered high-pass filtering the phoneme /s/
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Fig. 19. Intelligibility scores of Frazier’s fdtering technique for enhancement of speech degraded by a competing speaker. (After Perlmutter e t al. [ 73 1 .)
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Fig. 20. Intelligibility scores of Frazier’s adaptive fdtering technique
improved by Lim et d. [741 for enhancement of speech depaded by
wide-band random noise. (After Lim et ol. [ 74 1

.)

period of speech with a corresponding period of short-time
autocorrelation function thus causing some speech distortion.
Below about 5 dB of SIN ratio, however, some improvement
in speech quality bySPAC was reported.

theadaptivefiltering
was obtainedfrom noise-free speech.
The results of the test are shown in Fig. 19. Their results indicate that even with accurate pitch information, the adaptive
F. LMAP and RLMAP
filtering technique decreases intelligibility at the S/N ratios at
The LMAP technique discussed in Section V was evaluated
which theintelligibility of unprocessednonsensesentences
Lim [ 181 based on a speech quality test using sentences as
by
range between 20 and 70 percent.
test
material when the degradation is due to wide-band ranA modification of Frazier’s adaptive filtering technique was
dom
noise. The results of the test indicate that the
LMAP
evaluated using nonsense sentences as test material when the
degradation is due to wide-band random noise [74]. The technique improves speech quality at various S/N ratios both
in the context of speech enhancement and bandwidth
compitch information used in the processing was obtained from
pression
of
noisy
speech.
noise-free speech. The results of the test are shown in Fig. 20.
Both the LMAP and RLMAP algorithms were evaluated by
Again, the results show that even with accurate pitch informaLim [ 181 based on an objective measurein the context of
tion, the adaptive filtering technique tends to decrease the inbandwidth compression of noisy speech. In the evaluation, a
telligibility at various S/N ratios.Sinceinpracticeaccurate
pitch information is not available and cannot be expected
to number of sequences of noisy synthetic data were generated
by exciting known all .pole fdters with white Gaussian noise
be obtainedfromdegradedspeech,theintelligibilityscores
or
a train of pulses and then adding wide-band random noise
will be even lower than shown in Figs. 19 and 20.
at various S/Nratios. From the noisy synthetic data, all pole
To the extent that voiced speech is periodic, the S/N ratio
coefficientswereestimatedbythecorrelationmethod
of
improvement for voicedspeech using Frazier’s adaptive fill
i
n
e
a
r
prediction analysis, the LMAP and RLMAP algorithms
tering canbe analytically calculated. For the modified adaptive
discussed inSection V. Theestimated all polecoefficients
filters [ 741 , the S / N ratio increase is 3.5, 7, and 10 dB correwere then compared with .the known all pole coefficients to
sponding to the filter lengths
of 3, 7, and13pitchperiods.
form an errormeasure defined by
It is interesting to note that ahlgher S/N ratio increase leadsto
a lower intelligibility score. This is partly due to the fact that
voiced speech is notstrictlyperiodicandtheperiodicity
assumption is more seriously violated by a filter with a longer
impulseresponsethus
causing a higher signal distortion.
Despite the decrease in speech intelligibility, speech processed
by an adaptive filter sounds “less noisy” due to thecapability
of the system to increase the S/N ratio.
where “k” is a constant, 4‘ and si represent the known and
E. SPAC
estimated all pole coefficients. The error measure E defined
As was discussed in Section11, a speech enhancement system by (48) has some correlation withperceptuallyimportant
based on splicing of autocorrelationfunction
(SPAC) was aspects of speech (41). In Fig. 21(a) is shown the error E
developed by Suzuki [26]. The system was evaluated by averaged over many different sets of all pole coefficients when
speechqualitytest
when the the excitation is white Gaussian noise. In Fig. 21(b) is shown
Nakatsui [75] based ona
degradation is due to wide-band random noise. The results of the averaged error E when the excitation is a train of pulses.
The results in Fig. 21 indicate that based on objective meathe test show that above
5 dBof SIN ratio, SPAC does not
improve speech quality.
In fact, at high SIN ratios, SPAC is sure given by (48) the LMAP or RLMAP algorithm estimates
expected to decrease speech quality since SPAC replaces one the all pole coefficients more accurately than the correlation
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function, followed by a number of empirical variations. It is
generally known that these criteria are not particularly
well
matched to auditory perception and it remains to develop a
mathematicalerrorcriterionthatstronglycorrelateswith
human perception.
An area in which speech enhancement systems have been
successful is in the context of bandwidth compression. Since
speech
bandwidthcompression
systems
tend
to degrade
quicklyinthe
presenceofbackgroundnoise,preprocessing
with a speechenhancement system prior
to bandwidth compression leads to higher intelligibility after cornpression than
would be obtained without the preprocessor.
In addition as
was discussed in Section VI some systems are specifically formulated as analysis~nthesis or bandwidthcompression
systems with noisy inputs. Of particular difficulty in narrowbandspeechcompressionsystems
is thedeterminationof
excitation parameters including pitch and a voiced, unvoiced
or silence decision.
We hope that the framework
developed in this paper
will
provide the basis for furtherresearch into speech enhancement
techniquesand will avoid the rediscovery of existingtechques. In our opinion, the problem remains an important and
vital one with a need for fresh approaches and insights which
we hope wilt emerge overthe nextseveral years.
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method of linear predictioh at various SIN ratios when the
background noise is wide-band random noise.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have attempted to survey a variety of systems for speech enhancement and to incorporate them within
a common framework. Aswas evident in the discussion it is
possible to generate an almost unlimited number of systems
many of which are conceptually plausible. Furthermore many
of these systems lead to animprovedspeech to noise ratio
which is perceived as higher quality, particularly when the test
material is familiar to the listener so that intelligibility is not
an issue. However, almost all of these systems in fact reduce
intelligibilityandthosethatdonottend
to degrade the
remainsconsiderable
quality. This suggests thenthatthere
further work to be done and room for improvement.
As an additional important consideration the evaluation of
an enhancement system is very much dependent on the context in which it is to be used. In some applications it is intelligibility that is of overriding importance and in others it is
quality. Additionally a system may perhaps slightly reduce intelligibility but also reducelistenerfatigue
so thatwithan
extended listening task intelligibility is eventuallyincreased.
To our knowledge none of the systems discussed have been
evaluated in terms of their potential to reduce listener fatigue.
Essentially all of the systemsconsidered here have their basis
in a mathematically optimal procedure such as minimization
of mean squareerrorormaximization
of probability
a
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